
Kickoff!
Saturday

Bright and early, and TALON is ready for Launch! The game this year introduced
the new sandstorm system which, essentially, replaces the normal autonomous
period at the beginning of a match. This, along with having two different game
pieces needed to score points, opened a lot of interesting options for strategy this
year. To come up with a fitting design for the challenges of this year’s challenge,
we separated into 8 design groups, each with members from every subgroup to
diversify the pool of ideas. Each group came up with many new ideas, as well as
modernizing ideas and strategies from older games: specifically 2016’s
Stronghold, 2017’s Steamworks, and 2018’s Power Up! By the end of the day, we
had all voted and agreed on an overall strategy and were ready to move on to
designing a robot to accomplish our goals.
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Sunday

Taking inspiration from the bots of previous games, we set out Sunday to start
designing our bot. Many designs were proposed, with drawings and CAD to back
them up. With the generous help of TALON alumni, who returned in greater
numbers than ever before, and adult mentors, who contributed enormously with
their professional expertise, we narrowed our many designs to a handful of well-
refined plans. At the end of the day, another team-wide vote gave us a final
design that we will continue to develop and expand on.

Overall, this year’s Kickoff was great. We had fun planning out the future of
TALON as a team, and are looking forward to this season, and everything the
future of FIRST will bring.

Journey to Deep Space



The Game

This year’s game looks like it will be quite a... *blast*. The introduction of the
“Sandstorm” period was definitely a surprise, but the lack of necessity for a
proper Autonomous opens many interesting strategies and designs for the first 15
seconds. As explained by the game animation, the Sandstorm period is a 15
second period at the beginning of the match where driver vision of the field is
blocked by a screen. Bots can be driven manually while the screen is down, but
drivers won’t be able to see their bot without an onboard camera.

 

Points are scored by placing kickball “Cargo” into slots in two vertical rockets and
a horizontal cargo ship and securing that Cargo in place with disc-shaped
“Hatches”. Points can also be scored at the end of the match by by climbing onto
one of the three levels of the starting “Hab” zone. These points aren’t based on
time as with Power Up, so there is a definite hard cap on points per match at 145.
Furthermore, finishing a rocket awards that alliance with a single ranking point,
and accumulating 15 or more points from endgame rewards another ranking
point.

 

The mix of both new and old game elements creates a lot of opportunities for
unique designs, which TALON will be considering as we Blast Off into the
unknown.

Kickoff from the Team



Our Rookies had a lot of fun at this year’s kickoff learning the wealth of new
information that kickoff presents, and seeing the willingness of Veterans to share
their experience with new members. We as a team also enjoyed creating, hearing,
evaluating, and debating the many designs and strategies which were presented.
We also had fun reflecting on past games and bots as we analyzed them for ideas
for this year’s game. The new game elements and mechanics offer quite an
engaging challenge for our members to work around, and we are constantly
searching for more possibilities we have yet to explore.

 

We had so much fun in just the first two days of the season, and look forward to
many more good times and long-lasting memories as a team.
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